cHash generation does not respect linkVars

After #28352 which intended to only generate a cHash when needed, the code was changed to skip linkVars for the generation of the cHash.

This results in a wrong calculation of the cHash when linkVars are in use.

Associated revisions

Revision 149ae315 - 2011-11-25 16:36 - Helmut Hummel

[BUGFIX] Respect linkVars for generating the cHash

When implementing #28352 the linkVars have been skipped from the calculation of the cHash, resulting in wrongly calculated cHash parameters when linkVars are in place.

Add the linkVars again for creating the cHash
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When implementing #28352 the linkVars have been skipped from the calculation of the cHash, resulting in wrongly calculated cHash parameters when linkVars are in place.
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History

#1 - 2011-11-23 14:39 - Mr. Jenkins
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review

Patch set 1 of change 110bc5e93d59294b6ec7fd2383e094b9f134beb44 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/6875.

#2 - 2011-11-25 17:01 - Helmut Hummel
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 149ae31577d92995ee17c00230c7357cbb32f1d.

#3 - 2018-10-02 12:19 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed